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Abstract: Small Finance Banks are a new entrant into the Indian banking system with a differentiated 

focus on financial inclusion. A preliminary assessment of these banks brings out a rapid growth in their 

branches and asset base marked by a healthy asset quality and high return on assets. These bank shave 

been reasonably successful in reaching out to under-served sectors. The study aims at the annual report of 

the 3 companies (Au small finance bank, Equities finance bank and Ujjivan small finance bank) from 2018 

– 2022. The annual reports were extracted from the parent website of the companies itself, after IPO have 

been issued. To identify financial performance of these banks. The findings of study is good and efficient 

financial performance needs suggestion like A consistent high ratio is needed for the revenue and operation 

for getting converted to cash, The depreciation rate is to be modified to manipulate the earnings other ways 

volatility of the same flagg off risks, Expenses must be written off directly from the balance sheet instead of 

being routed through profit loss statement this helps in inflating the profit, A high yield depicts proper 

statement of cash and equivalents. A low ratio is needed to display sub stained capes, The cash generated 

by the business must be siphoned off to check whether reported earnings or revenue are believable, Faster 

growth in auditors remuneration with regard to companies operation must raise concerns surrounding 

auditor‟s objectivity. all this prospects are intact and give rise to a good and efficient financial 

performance of these banks. Based on this study on financial performance we come to conclusion that all 

this banks perform financially well. 
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